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Chapter 1 : SPIRITUAL MEANING OF DARKNESS IN THE DREAM - Dream About Darkness
To dream of darkness overtaking the world represents feelings about your entire life revolving around a significant turn
for the worst. Feeling that your entire life is being overtaken by fear, uncertainty, or negative energy.

A wooden footbridge in a dark forest, an example of Dream Interpretation: Ancient Persians believed that
darkness in a dream is a sign of physical and moral pain, but also of a difficult illness. That website also says:
Thick, impenetrable darkness is a symbol of a hurt and a sad soul: Darkness is a common occurrence in
dreams and it usually refers to the failure to connect with your inner world or any spiritual endeavor. I feel
happy to know that dark and darkness in a dream are common. Furthermore, we do experience depression and
illness in our lives. Furthermore, not all of the interpretations indicated depression or illness. May represent
something that you are refusing to see or that you are denying. May symbolize something mysterious, and
possibly attractive. To dream that you are groping around in the darkness indicates that you have insufficient
information to make a clear decision. Do your research and do not rush into making choices. To dream of
pitch black darkness represents feelings of danger and uncertainty. You may be experiencing a serious
problem without any idea about how to solve it. Your Dream Meaning Comes from Your Life As you can see,
when there are so many different types of meanings of a dream symbol, you need more information than only
the interpretation of the symbol. Therefore, you need to look at your life and how the imagery in the dream is
similar to your life situation. For example, in my dream of the dark, impenetrable forest, there had been a
clearing with green grass, a path, and a large red barn. For me, the dream about darkness, occurred only as I
began to come out of the dark. The next thing I remember was it was pitch black and I have no idea of exactly
where I am. Then I realized I was on a dirt road. It is at night everything is dark but, there is a bridge that I can
cross. I am standing at one end of it. About half way down the bridge is a stairs to get off the bridge. Can not
see anything under the bridge. No water or ground. Just a bridge that I am standing at. I want to cross but, I am
scared to cross. I am wanting someone to help but, no one is there. So I just stare down the bridge, which has
no ending. I keep thinking of the stairs half way down the bridge. The stairs are telling me that if I want to get
off the bridge, I can. But where do the stairs go. So I just stand there staring down the bridge. In it, you will
not only learn how to work with your dreams but will also discover such methods as meditation, energy
healing, and past-life recall. I especially like it, because it is full of stories of people using these techniques
and their results.
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Chapter 2 : Darkness in Dreams Interpretation & Darkness in Dreams Meaning
The Dreams of Darkness is Redding's only professional haunted house and one of the longest haunted attractions in
America. At nearly 40 minutes, Dreams of Darkness is one of the longest haunted attractions in America and the only
professional haunted house in Redding.

Recent Dreams Jeremy Oldfield: I dreamed I and my Pastor were praying for healing on his gallbladder. I told
him end he said he had gall stones. We prayed for healing for him. All of the sudden, I saw a person like Jesus
benching on the window. I seen a fluffy white pillow in a vision. What does it mean? I had a dream that I was
getting married to this man that had issues with his leg. Like his calves where double folded or something.
However, I was seriously I reached out my hand and it glided down and was very tame. I dreamed that I was
being chased by a man in red, and when he finally caught up to me he grabbed me and sprayed me with a
poison gas that made me collapse in Recurring dream of developers buying the property next door to mine 15
acre farm with a pond which I sold in and building fences over the actual The worst one I had was last night. I
was in a shopping mall or something and someone came in I dreamt last night that I was on a girls vacation
and I stepped out of my bungalow where were staying and I could see Moses on top of a hill descending in the
I dream of being in a campground and an Eagle on the ground next to me climbed up my arm and sat upon my
back as I walked through the woods. Cool story bro Stacie: My dream was of a snow storm. My daughter
came in my room and I told her it is snowing and she went back to bed. My dream was over Alma: I was with
my graduating class and my deceased mother who passed away before graduation waiting for the convoy of
limousines that was taking us to our party Hi Mike, your dream sounds spiritual in nature. It seems as if God is
trying to get your attention.
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Chapter 3 : Dream of Darkness (The Rise of the Light, #1) by H.M. Gooden
Darkness is a common occurrence in dreams and it usually refers to the failure to connect with your inner world or any
spiritual endeavor. Darkness is usually a mirror of your beliefs and symbolizes unfamiliarity, the unknown, and obscurity.

Biblical Meaning John The Bible has said so much about darkness. Dream about darkness is a mysterious
occurrence and its interpretation can be tragic. Jesus described the word darkness as a condition of sorrow and
death. However, darkness is a place of the wicked and sinners. Introduction Dream about darkness is the
reflection of spiritual blindness. It represent a situation where a person is in the wilderness of no help. Demons
gain more power to operate mostly in the darkest hour. In Biblical setting, darkness means various terms such
as death, wickedness, satanic territory, sorrow, pains etc. Kindly Get My Dream Here Join my Facebook
Community to interact with me and my team The symbol of darkness is commonly used by the wicked to
attack, destroy and kill people. Darkness is the presence of fear, pains and ignorance. How small light is, it has
the power to silence darkness forever. For example, if you dream of walking in darkness, this means the attack
of wandering spirit has projected confusion into your life. Particularly, you will be stagnated, demoted and
failed many times. The Bible says, Psalm God is the light and our salvation. God understands that light and
darkness has nothing in common and hence, it should be separated or divided against each other Genesis 1:
Meanwhile in Isaiah Dream in view To dream of darkness indicate another meaning of operating under a
closed heaven. You can imagine a Christian who has been praying and fasting to heaven that is permanently
closed by territorial powers. Strange things happens in the night midnight. Because that is the hour where host
of darkness are operating. I pray for you right now, may you never pray and fast in vain, in the name of Jesus.
Constant dream of darkness also signify a point where an evil personality is mentioning your names for evil.
Our names are very powerful. It sends signal to our spirit very fast. At this stage, this is not the time to know
who the person is, but it is very crucial to take a back to sender prayers. When you pray for the Light of God
radiate your life, you will escape or your names will taken out from the book of the wicked. So whatever your
enemies are planning against you then will utterly backfire. And the light shines in the darkness, and the
darkness did not comprehend it. Darkness can never extinguish light. It can never overcome it. Therefore,
even in the darkest place, God retains some measure of light. Some dream actions that are usually taking place
in darkness. Dream of eating in darkness Dream of stealing from you in dark. Dream of being tied down in
darkness. Dream of seeing a strange person climbing over a house fence in the dream Dream of visiting evil
priest in darkness dream. Dream of sweeping the floor in dark season. Unable to come out from the dark.
Dream of plucking fruits in the middle of the night. Feeling of darkness around you. Dream of day suddenly
changing to night. Dream of seeing your glory flying in darkness. What does it really mean to walk in
darkness in the dream? To dream about darkness exposes your life to satanic decree. It is one of the signs that
some parts of your life have been spiritually arrested and caged. To walk in darkness in the real life, you will
notice there is no direction. So, the same meaning still applies when you see yourself walking in darkness. To
run in darkness is a meaning that show a person is working aimlessly with no gains. Did you know that Jesus
was killed and nailed to the cross at night? This was their mission in order to condemn him. But on the third
day, the Bible says, he rose up from the dead. I pray for you today, any power that is planning to kill you
gradually, they shall die in your place in Jesus name. The spiritual meaning of this dream is a red letter. A red
letter is a day of tragedy, calamity and weeping. Such person can be a man or woman. If you choose to follow
the person to a place in a waking life, plead the blood of Jesus to protect you. But more often than not,
cancelling it will be the best. Walking in darkness can also portend a road accident. If you are planning to
travel, it is important you prayerfully ask God if He allows you to commence the journey or not. It is painful
to see your loved ones in darkness. We can safely say that darkness dream also indicate a satanic bondage,
slavery and suffering. If you see someone in the dark it shows that a closer person is under satanic torment. As
of the time you had the dream, if you eventually find out that someone is either sick or in sorrowful then the
meaning of this dream is directed to the person in question. Plucking Ripe Mango in the Dream Dreaming that
you or your loved ones is lost in dark means the spirit of loss and oppression has been fired into the person.
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The spirit of darkness is one demon that swallow ones prosperity and blessing, and however, subject a person
to a life of suffering and poverty. To run out from the cage of darkness, you need serious prayers, if not
adequately deliverance in Mountain Of Fire. Groping in the dark means a voice from the grave is unholy
attaching the spirit of sorrow and untimely into your life. I had cases of my brethren reporting the dream
situation of police and animal pursuing them. Listen and listen well, if you discovered that a police is pursuing
you in the dark, that is a spiritual demon trying to place you in jail. In most cases, the demon make sure you
have a serious conflict with someone that will force police to jail you. Do you experience a strange gunshot in
the night? Wait no further my dear, rush down to deliverance. Because it portend a great loss is coming. May
that not be your portion in Jesus name. It means stubborn pursuers are planning to cause havoc in your life. In
a government settings, you have violated the law of the land, and which is a serious offence. To experience
darkness in a dream can bring some signs of marital problems and sick. Whenever darkness is strengthening, it
then gives the devil the power to operate at will with no obstruction. A woman that dream about darkness will
have some problems in getting the right man that will ask for her hands in marriage. The essence of this post is
let you know that dream of darkness is bad and keeping it in your life can cause several losses. As dedicated
Christians, we should remain alert, watchful and vigilant as Bible put it in 1 Peter 4: Dreaming about a
missing person can be so dangerous. If you dream that you cannot find someone in darkness, it shows that the
enemy is trying to feed you with the bread sorrow, and transferring problems into your life. It is an evil plan
for a person not to find his loved ones in the dream. If you dream that it is your close relatives, stand up and
begin to rebuke the spirit of bad news and death in your life and on others. Dream About Walking In
Darkness: If you are coming from a bad foundation where there are perverse wickedness, you are bound to see
darkness in your dream. When this dream is in place, there will be no fulfillment of destiny. Walking in
darkness is a complete instance of subscribing to setbacks and regrets unconsciously. Light makes thing clear
and chases away the evil spirit. If you dream of falling into darkness, it shows that you have spiritually fallen
into the trap set by your enemies. There are many today that are in one trap or the other. The works of the
enemy is achieved when a person is fallen. Darkness in a dream can portend a turbulent situation. For
example, if you have been experiencing some strange things in your life, it could interpret that you are being
attacked by the devil. However, if you see a deep hole and you pass across it, it means a situation of total
deliverance from stagnation and poverty. If you are going for deliverance or service, you will be delivered
there. In whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins:
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Chapter 4 : Dreams about 'Darkness' | Dream Dictionary by www.nxgvision.com
Darkness dreams depict failures in your work life as well. It may represent irresponsible feelings, death, unknown fears
and even ignorance of the dream. If there's a rising sun in the darkness in your dreams, you are surely going to
overcome your fears and failures as well.

July 23, - 6 years 3 months ago Edit Back Story In the distant past, foreign invaders and their nightmare allies
attack the island home of the Wabanaki tribe. Re-live the ancestral memories of the Wabanaki and fight
alongside them as you experience the Darkness War for yourself. For a full walkthrough, see: For individual
bosses, see each boss strategy. Edit Boss Strategies and Items Loot tables are not complete, feel free to add to
them. Batab Crusher Like the previous instances, The Dream of the Darkness War introduces a mechanic and
builds upon it all the way through the dungeon. In this particular case the mechanics are AoEs and adds. This
first boss is straight forward with two exceptions. Along with the first set of adds that spawn in the beginning
of the fight, there will periodically be spawns that take place. Burn these adds down as they come, if you see a
slow, glowing add make sure it dies, because if it gets in melee range of someone it will blow up for a
significant amount of damage. Additionally, the Batab Crusher will periodically place a blood-tinged circle on
the ground, make sure that you are NOT standing in it. Xibalban Bloodhound At the beginning of this fight,
you will see 4 groups of adds worshipping at the altar of a demon-like dog. As you engage these adds two
things will happen: Your goal is to kill the adds as quickly as possible to prevent the Bloodhound from
absorbing too many. The more it absorbs, the more damage it will do later. Once all the adds are gone, pull the
boss. Not only will the Bloodhound place a circular AoE on the ground, but it will also use a frontal cone
AoE. Both should be avoided at all costs as they cause massive amounts of damage. The Sorcerer will drop a
glowing glyph either on top of himself or in a circle around him. Make sure you are never standing in the
location that is glowing, always make sure you are on normal ground. After a few moments, the glyph will
erupt and do massive, continuous AoE damage. When he does the AoE at melee range, adds will spawn.
When the AoE is in a large donut shape around him, move in. Keep your eyes on the floor because straight
white bars will be marked on the floor and begin rotating around the boss. If you touch any of these bars you
will take damage and be thrown backward into the AoE damage. Have your tank pick them all up and group
them together. Once grouped, AoE them down. When they die they will leave a persistent AoE blood-pool
that deals damage. By clumping them together you offer yourself more mobility during the fight. Make sure to
avoid the area where it comes out from underground you will see some cracks and dust indicating where it is
as well as its frontal charge. When this happens, adds will spawn. Again, group them and kill them, then wait
for the boss to come out and finish the fight. It combines almost all of the previous mechanics and expands
upon them to make for a formidable boss encounter. As usual, avoid this pool of blood. Next, random adds
will spawn, kill them as they come. The Battle Mage is also capable of teleporting and will do so randomly.
While up there, he is invulnerable. Either way, after teleporting, the Battle Mage will always begin throwing
AoE "buckshot". This fight combines every mechanic from the previous encounter into one epic, final fight.
But, before the fight begins, an event has to take place. Once all the adds have died, Wayeb will fly out of the
crater to make friends. Wayeb has a variety of attacks. First, he will do a forward-facing cone AoE. Your tank
needs to make sure to try and position these either facing into the crater or directly against a wall. Wayeb can
also pull all party members toward his position. When this happens, you will be temporarily stunned.
Additionally, when he pulls the party in he will place a glowing glyph at his feet, similar to the 3rd boss, make
sure to jump out of it. Wayeb is also capable of firing an AoE blast which does no damage but dazes everyone.
You will move slower and your screen will be blurry, so be careful. After this it flies away and the adds from
the beginning come back to life. In this phase, the adds will continue to come back to life after you kill them.
Go back to killing the adds, and after a minute or so Weyeb will come back. At this point, focus all damage on
the boss. If you take too long, your friend will die and with him your awesome buff. During the fight there will
be slow adds that explode upon proximity, so stay aware. Other than that all mechanics are the same.
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Chapter 5 : Carol Chapman- Dream Interpretation: Darkness
Dream about darkness is a mysterious occurrence and its interpretation can be tragic. Jesus described the word
darkness as a condition of sorrow and death. However, darkness is a place of the wicked and sinners.

Ordinary meaning This is generally seen in dreams and it refers to the failed attempts when you connect to
your internal self. The Ancient Persians had a belief that dreaming of darkness depicts the moral pain and
physical illness as well. Dreaming of complete darkness means that you must supervise your own actions in
life. It is a message to be away from all that you believe in order to have a solution for your life. Dreaming of
darkness may mean a painful thing and an illness that has been present for long. Dreaming of being in
darkness says that you are going to encounter hardships soon. But if you are able to turn the light on, then it
depicts your capacity to overcome the hardships. Representation of fear is done by darkness and that too of
unpredictable problems. It may mean confusion over the direction of the dreamer or what one should decide.
Finding the way in darkness means an experience of depression would be felt along with fear and mistrust and
other feelings like secret dangers and unfamiliarity as well. Darkness prevails in the subconscious mind of a
person and hence such a thing or shadows dreamt by a blind individual means immense and deep sadness.
Being lost in the darkness in the dream depicts that you must take care as some problems are bound to arise in
future. Such a dream is positive if you are able to escape this darkness quickly. Dreaming of being out of
darkness and entering light indicates that you are going to be out of your dangers. It may also mean of having
a successful love life. Darkness dreams depict failures in your work life as well. It may represent irresponsible
feelings, death, unknown fears and even ignorance of the dream. Dreaming of someone being there in
darkness means that you must be at peace even during the times of fights. Being lost in darkness in your
dream means you have feelings of sadness and depression. If you search blindly in darkness, here and there in
your dream, it means that you are looking forward to have a solution regarding something. Killing someone in
darkness in your dream means that you have enough strength to face the confusion in your real life. Dreaming
of being unable to find someone in darkness depicts that you need to learn how to balance your temperament.
Witnessing a solar eclipse in darkness means that worse days of your life are about to start. However, if you
manage to be out of darkness, it means that you are going to overcome the forthcoming danger. If you
scrutinize through the darkness, it means troubles are right ahead. Being afraid of darkness means you are
having a good love life. What to anticipate of your zodiac sign for year?
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Dream of Darkness (The Rise of the Light Book 1) - Kindle edition by H. M. Gooden. Download it once and read it on
your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading
Dream of Darkness (The Rise of the Light Book 1).

Yeoman has written this series with an eye for giving advice to other writers or aspiring writers on how to
craft a novel. The book at least the Kindle version has footnotes that tells how and why a particular literary
device was used. Of course, the book can be read full well without reading the footnotes. Hippocrates Yeoman
lives in Elizabethian England, London in to be exact. The third Hippocrates Yeoman historical mystery. But
the mystery turns out to be even stranger than either man believed at first glance. Or a supposed murder scene.
A room has been found, full of blood and with a severed finger, but no body and no footsteps in the blood to
indicate that the body has been removed. Also, the door was locked from the inside. The supposed victim is
playwright Michael Drayton. However, Hippo is puzzled about the speed it has come out, especially since it
contains a detailed woodcut of the murder scene. The mystery man turns out to be Robert Cotton, a wealthy
eccentric man who is worried about playwrights being murdered. He offers Hippo quite a large sum to find out
who is behind it. The victim is again a playwright. At the same time, Hippo has to deal with his two servants,
Luce and Piers. Their marriage seems to be crumbling which affects Hippo, too. Also, a young woman who
appears insane talks to Hippo, quite cryptically. This was mostly a highly enjoyable read, full of twists and
eccentric characters. As far as I can tell, Yeoman used historical buildings and people, and was able to really
create the atmosphere of historical London. We get to see both the high society of the City, briefly, and the
low taverns and brothels. The pace is very good; sometimes very quick and other time slower. For me at least,
the mystery remained so until the end. There were clues along the way and more clever reader would have no
doubt figured out what was going on. The book is written in the first person and past tense but a couple of
flashbacks are in present tense, to separate them from the rest of the story. I enjoyed most of the characters.
Yet, money is really tight to him. Yeoman also gives us his answer to the question who Shakespeare really
was. Hippo, the detective, is a quirky character who exudes warmth and a certain bumble footedness, which
disguises his keen thought processes. The setting is very true to life â€” you can almost smell the foetid streets
â€” and though the players in the story range from endearing to sinister they all come across as real people.
Aspiring writers will be happy to re-read and benefit from the build-in tutorial. To me the final chapter felt a
bit rushed with the loose ends tied up a tad too easily. I also wondered why Hippo failed to warn his dear
friend and poet, Piers to be on the alert after it became clear that poets were mysteriously disappearing with
possibly dire results. It was the one thing out of character. Otherwise I found Dream of Darkness extremely
atmospheric with a great story, which moved at a pace that made it hard to put down. I received Dream of
Darkness as a free review copy.
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Dream of Darkness - Bloddy Cross. 1. See All. Posts. Dream of Darkness. Sp S on S so S red S Â· September 3 Â· 1.
Demo - Dark Path. 39 Views. Dream of Darkness. Sp S.

Darkness To dream that darkness comes upon you indicates defeat in a project that you might try. Darkness is
symbolic of incomprehension, the unconscious, malice, death, and concerns about the unknown. If the sun
pierces the darkness, you will be able to defeat the obstacles in your way. You allow your feelings to get the
best of you. To dream that you are lost in the darkness indicates a sense of despair, sadness, or uncertainty. To
dream that you are groping in the darkness signifies that you do not have enough knowledge about a particular
topic to form a valid decision. Night To dream of night denotes serious difficulty and hurdles in achieving
your real life goals. There are still gray areas about some issues affecting your life. You have to put aside your
prejudice and objectively look at the circumstances when you tackle these issues. Shadows To dream of seeing
your own shadow represents a hidden part of your personality or character that you are unaware of. These
attributes may not necessarily be derogatory, but perhaps you are reluctant to reveal them to others out of fear
of rejection or embarrassment. It can also represent someone who is immature, naive, and impressionable. You
need to get over these emotions and find ways to solve your issues. Death Dead Dreaming about death is very
common. Death is a natural part of our lives and affects each one of us that it is no surprise to be a part of our
dreams. Dreams are sometimes a place in which our minds explore concepts or situations that we fear, or are
unable to process with our conscious selves. To encounter someone who has died in one of your dreams is an
attempt to resolve conflicts which you were unable to deal with while the person was alive. They may also be
appearing to you in a dream because you are missing something about them. For example, you may have felt
very close to your grandfather before he died. Perhaps you used to go to him for advice and guidance. When
you undergo stress in your daily life, your mind might remember how much consolation and assistance he
gave you and bring him back in a dream. Listen carefully to any advice given to you by a ghost in a dream.
These words are what your mind imagines that loved one would have said. The dream is trying to give you the
consolation that you need. This is a natural part of the grieving process. It is also common to feel that you are
dead in a dream. You look around and understand that the world you are seeing does not meet your
expectations of reality. A dream, of course, is not reality but sometimes instead of realizing that this is a
dream, your mind jumps to the conclusion that you are dead and seeing the afterlife. You may dream that you
are dead and watching your friends and family grieve for you, and continuing their lives. These dreams are
also related to the fact that your mind is confused about why it cannot control your body movement since you
are actually motionless sleeping in your bed. This can also be a way for you to examine your feelings of
loneliness or uselessness if you are struggling with feelings of inadequacy in your waking life.
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Chapter 8 : Dreams of Darkness () - IMDb
The ancients found the darkness a source of great fear, and so dreaming of darkness could be calling your attention to a
fear you have that needs to be dealt with. Darkness also hides one's surroundings, and so darkness in a dream could
indicate that you are "in the dark" about something, and need to find the truth.

Cat has always had a kind of sixth sense the her sister has learned to pay attention to, but after a terrible car
accident at discovers her abilities are more than she ever realized. Banding together with her sister and a new
friend, they become aware of an evil that not only exists in their small town, but walks the halls of their high
school. Definitely passes the Bechdel test. I also love how the author wove in Shakespeare. The writing is
solid and I probably would have given it a four star or higher if the conflict had been ramped up. Right now,
everything comes very easy to Cat, her sister, and her family. The move is easy, the girls never argue, or if
they do it is so minor that I forgot about it. Learning her new abilities is a breeze. I never felt like the girls
could ever fail or were truly in jeopardy. However, I do like the overall premise and look forward to reviewing
the next book in the series. After just moving to a new town because their father transferred to a new job,
sisters Vanessa and Cat are anxious as they try to find their place in a new school which has already been in
session for a month. As her family history is revealed, Cat and Vanessa realize they are so much more than
they ever imagined. It will be up to them and the help of their friends to stop A Life or Death Decision Dream
of Darkness follows a teenaged girl through the unsettling feelings and premonitions she gets. It will be up to
them and the help of their friends to stop the evil which is infiltrating their once-happy town. Once I began
reading this book, I just kept turning the pages until I reached the end, all in one sitting. The story-telling is
excellent, exciting, and mysterious with great pacing. I would recommend this book to anyone looking for a
great paranormal fantasy adventure. Gooden and I swapped copies of our novels in exchange for honest
reviews. This book is an absolute treat to any and all who enjoy some good clean YA with a little witchcraft in
the mix. She also has it packed full of strong female characters which I truly appreciate. Dark villains, strong
women and a whole lot of magic tossed in make this a perfect read for those 3am cravings. Sisters Cat and
Vanessa both learn that they have powers, and not at a moment too soon as a dark force threatens their home
and safety of their friends. The characters have depth and pull you right in. I really found myself caring for
them, rooting for them, and cheering them on when things got tough. I really recommend this book, especially
if you love magic, adventure, and looming darkness.
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When darkness is a key element of a dream, to rightfully understand it, you must closely inspect your overall feelings
and consider what circumstances were occurring in the moment.

Fear, ignorance, injustice, anger, evil, death, or powerful uncertainty. It may also reflect a positive situation
that has taken a turn for the worst. An unwelcoming or unpleasant situation. Feeling that a situation is
dangerous. Feeling mystified that you always make choices that sabotage you. Feelings about having nobody
to help you with a problem and that you are all on your own. Situations where there is a complete lack of any
sense of humor. Situations that are inconsiderate of your feelings. A pessimistic attitude especially dark blue
or dark grey. People who fear losing their eyesight often dream of darkness. Alternatively, darkness may
symbolize your inability to see the truth or find the answers you want. Feeling cut off or without the ability to
know what is happening in a situation. Feeling unable to know what is happening with other people. Ignorance
of the truth. Feeling out of place. To dream of the sun or light taking away the darkness represents answers,
overcoming problems, or fear that is vanishing. To dream of feeling safe in the dark it may reflect insecurity or
self-defeat. Preferring to stay afraid or to avoid a challenge. It may also mean you are preferring to live with
fear or negativity. A sign that negative influences or negative thinking patterns may be more interesting to you
than real power. Alternatively, choosing the dark may represent the choice to stay ignorant. To dream of pitch
black darkness represents feelings of danger and uncertainty. You may be experiencing a serious problem
without any idea about how to solve it. Not wanting to risk anything at all when something bad or negative is
happening. Feeling that there is no help in range. To dream of darkness overtaking the world represents
feelings about your entire life revolving around a significant turn for the worst. Feeling that your entire life is
being overtaken by fear, uncertainty, or negative energy. A dramatic loss of hope, trust, or justice. Feeling
terrified that nothing matters ever again. A man dreamed of experiencing night time as he walked down a
street. In waking life he had developed a rare illness and felt that his life was going to be destroyed. A woman
dreamed of seeing a dark grey building. In waking life she was entering university and felt that nobody at the
school was tolerant of her religious views. A woman dreamed of being a very dark room. In waking life she
was experiencing negative comments being made by someone where their was no sense of humor at all. A
woman dreamed of seeing dark clouds. In waking life she was worried about her family. A woman dreamed of
standing in a very dark cemetery. In waking life she was very uncomfortable having to discuss very old
painful memories with someone. A woman dreamed of seeing a very dark building. A man dreamed of
standing in the jungle in darkness to see a very big black snake killing a hippo. In waking life he was
experiencing his father dying. A woman dreamed of being in darkness. In waking life she felt that she had
nobody to support her with a problem.
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